NANO-SCIENCE CAMP 30.06-7.07.2013

Turbo ORANGE brains
Think BIG - make nano!
SELF PRESENTATION
“I am Muhsin. I’m from Turkey. My school name is Umraniye
Anadolu Imam Hatip high school. I live in Istanbul. I’m 17 years
old. My favorite sport is football. I’m a soccer player. I’m so
happy to be here because I want to be nanotechnology
engineer.”
“I’m Oguzhan. I’m from Turkey. My school name is Ulusoy high
school. I’m 16 years old. I like to play basketball because it’s very
exciting and funny. My favorite team is Boston Celtics and
favourite player is Kevin Garnett. I hate watch TV because it’s
very boring. In the future I want to be shipmaster. “
“I am Malina Rotaru. I like music and the nature. I live in
Romania. I’m 14 years old teenager who is in search of her own
identity trying to discover the most hidden secrets of life.”
“I am Dimitar Linov. I like computer games and physics. I live in Varna, Bulgaria. I’m 16 years
old. In my free time I like playing computer games and watching funny videos. I want to... have
god-like powers.“
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“I’m Hatice Yazici. I live in Turkey, Istanbul. I’m 17
years old. I’m in technical high school. I like to listen
to music and I hate writery. My favorite team is
Besiktas.”
“I’m Selin Demirel. I’m in Doga Collage. I’m
studying science - math. I like reading book and
watching movies in my free time.”
“I’m Bursa Tasoglu. I’m In Doga Collage. I’m
studying science - math. I have no siblings. I like
play volleyball and swimming. I want to be an
architect in the future.”
“I’m Gunes Buyukgnena. My birthday date is
6.06.1998 so my lucky number is 6. As I told
before, I’m 15 years old. My school is Doga Koleji
and it’s a private school. I love computer games
that are only on my computer, I don’t know why. My
favorite subject is chemistry. My favorite sport is
basketball. I hate sleeping. I know it is very
important for our health but when I sleep I feel like
I’m wasting my time. And I’m happy with my life.”
“My name is Furkan Satis. I’m from Turkey. I’m 17
years old. My school is Doga College and my
lessons are about science and math. I do like
sports very much. If you want a powerful brain, your
body should be powerful.”
“Hello, I’m Riccardo. I come from Naples, Italy. My
favourite sport is basketball. I also like football
because I support my team “Napoli”. I’m happy
about these experiences.”
“My name is Cristina Esposito. I live in Sarno, Italy.
I have one brother and sister older than me. I
attend the school from Sorno and I’m at 4 year. My
favorite sport is dance, because is my passion, my
life. I have a dance school where I teach with my
brothers.”
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I LEARNED
In this camp we did a lot of things. We learned about buckyball, carbon nanotubes allotropes, ferrofluids.
We did a lot of experiments like magic sand, we did an atomic force microscopes with toys.
We thought and learned cultural games.
We learned national dances and songs, and we tasted national foods.
But at the end we learned to think as a team.
CREATIVITY
Since we came here we learned that we have to think like a team.
Because of this, many ideas took place and as this happens we learned thinking in different ways. When
we try to find something is unknown, in experiments, we all produced our ideas and this was a kind of
creativity.
As an example, we tried to understand about an unknown substance and we had used our imagination
with some materials, of course. and it was kind of a subject which is increasing the level of creativity.
As the creativity level of us increased, we solved the problems faster and in a easier way. It will help us in
our whole life, even in our daily life.
Creativity is very important for our life and this place helped us to improve it.
I LEARNED, I TAUGHT
In this nanocamp, we learned a lot of things that we can’t write all of them. We learned how to make
experiments, we learned a lot of about nano things. We learned turkish, we learned bulgarian, we learned
romanian and also we improved our english level. In the same time, we learned things about life. It has
rules, you have to know how to live good. Our teachers taught that to us. And what we taught is, as I said
before, we taught about our languages to other guys. After experiments, we taught how to do it to each
other. The camp was fantastic, amazing and perfect.
I wish it would be longer.
!
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OUR TRIPS
Our trips started when we meet as a team and it will not
finish on saturday. We first have visited the "White
Lagoon" near the Balchik, a beautiful place, immersed in
the nature and next to the sea. Monday after we went to
visited the city " Varna" to visited a submarine and a
special laboratory that studies Black Sea. Today after we
went to visited to wins of Kaliakra in fact Kaliakra ploide
an important rule during all the ages in Bulgaria, Kaliakra
is a beautiful old settlement situated in a long and
narrow head land. This place is also a natural rеserve for
animals like delgin, pinnipeds. After during the someday
we went to visited botanical garden and place of Balchik.
The Palace and first part of garden were bird by the
Queen Marie of Romany. New day the Botanical garden
with all his plants are synonym of the Bulgarian love for
nature
The garden was well organized in fact there were a
different areas composed by plants coming from over
the world.
The Royal Palace was very different by common Royal
Palaces because it was more simple.
Almost like an “estate” this was our trip.
MY SPORTS
We tried to do yoga - it was so different.
We swam in the pool together.
We played beach volleyball.
So we climbed the stairs which are about 94 steps in a
minute!

MY GUINNESS
We climbed 94 stairs in 1 minute!
We are the only team that has 7 Turkish guys,
We have the youngest team-leader of the camp!
We have four basketball players in the team!
(Riccardo, Furkan, Gunes, Oguzhan)
I’m the only romanian girl who learned what is the
international family alone.
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